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PICTURE BOOKS - FICTION 
 

 

 
ALL BY MYSELF 

Stephanie Shaw / Emilie Gill 
 
Hen insists on doing everything alone. When Fox comes calling, Hen's friends start to worry … but 
should they? 
 
Hen isn't a little chick anymore. She's spread her wings and can get a job done just the way she likes it! 
She can grow wheat herself, she can wheel-barrel it home by herself, and she can turn it into delicious 
bread all by herself. No need to bother offering Hen a helping hand of any sort, thank you. She's got it 
covered! But then comes Fox...and Fox loves to eat all kinds of tasty things. So when Pig, Horse, and Cow 
discover that Fox has paid Hen a visit, should they step in and offer assistance that Hen hasn't asked for? 
This delectable social-emotional learning tale celebrates the strong-willed and independent, putting a 
quirky spin on the classic stories Henny Penny and the Little Red Hen.  
 

 

HC | 11 x 9 | 32 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades PK – 3 | 02/07/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
All rights available 

 

 

 
BLUE HOUSE DOG, THE 

Deborah Blumenthal / Adam Gustavson 
 
A boy without a dog—and a dog without an owner—find each other in this powerfully moving story 
of loneliness and redemption. 
 
Day after day, Cody watches Bones roam the streets. No one else thinks the old stray is special, but Cody 
does. He knows the dog is alone now. He watched them tear down the blue house where Bones used to 
live with an old man. Cody knows how it feels to lose someone, too. Slowly—cautiously—Cody opens his 
home and his heart to the scruffy dog with one blue eye and one brown.  
 

 
PB | 10⅞ x 9⅝ | 32 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades PK-3 | 08/01/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
All rights available 

 

 

 
FEAST OF PEAS 

Kashmira Sheth / Jeffrey Ebbeler 
 
A vibrant and deliciously amusing suspenseful story set in India about food and gardening, 
anticipation, and generosity. 

 
Every morning, Jiva works in his garden until the sun turns as red as a bride's sari. Observed by his 
friend Ruvji, Jiva plants peas and beans, potatoes and tomatoes, eggplants and okra in his vegetable 
patch, and anticipates a delicious meal of "plump peas, sweet peas, lined-up-in-the-shell peas." 
But each time Jiva is ready to pick those delicious peas for his feast, he finds that they're already gone. 
And not a single precaution he takes—a fence, a scarecrow —prevents the next theft. Who or what is 
stealing Jiva's delicious peas?  
 

 
PB | 10⅜ x 9⅜ | 32 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades K-3 | 02/07/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: Text: Sterling Lord Literistic; Art: Peachtree 
All rights available 
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FIRST DOG FALA 

Elizabeth Van Steenwyk / Michael G Montgomery 
 
Meet the Scottish terrier who won the hearts of a U.S. president and the American people in this dog′s-
eye view of the Franklin D. Roosevelt administration. 

 
In 1940, Fala came to live with President Franklin D. Roosevelt in the White House. The little dog played 
in the grass outside the Oval Office, attended important meetings with the president′s advisors, and even 
dined with the president. But as America was drawn into the conflict of a world war, life at the White 
House changed. Fala accompanied the president across the country and around the world, waiting with 
him for the return of American servicemen and the end to a terrible war.  
 

 
PB | 10⅞ x 8⅜ | 32 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades PK- 3 | 07/25/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
All rights available 

 

 
Not final 

 
HOOKED ON BOOKS 

Margaret Chiu Greanias / Kristyna Litten 
 
Pearl just wants to read her book in peace, but the other fish won't leave her alone! 
 
Pearl can't wait to dive into her new book, but the other sea creatures keep interrupting and nothing she 
does will keep them away—not hanging signs, not hiding under the seaweed, nor swimming away to a 
shipwreck. So Pearl plucks up her book and swishes down, down, down for a distraction-free place to 
think and to read. But just as she settles back in, here comes a light show from the comb jellies! GAH! 
What's a poor fish got to do for some quiet alone time? 
 
Little ones who struggle to focus in busy environments will relate to Pearl, a grumpy anglerfish, as she 
searches for quiet in this funny and gentle reminder about establishing healthy boundaries and 
respecting personal space.  
 

 
HC | 9½ x 12 | 32 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades P- 3 | 06/27/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: Text: Sean McCarthy Literary Agency; Art: Peachtree 
All rights available 

 

 

 
LALI'S FLIP-FLOPS 

Farhana Zia / Stephanie Fizer Coleman 
 
Lali has worked hard to earn money for a special treat—but should she spend her earnings on herself 
or her friends? 

 
Lali works hard to earn some money while her animal friends watch. She stirs. She stokes. She pounds. 
She pours. Then off she goes to the market on the twisty-curvy, dusty, stony, prickly, sizzly-wizzly path. 
What shall she buy with the jingle in her pocket? Lentils for Hen? Berries for Goat? Ribbons for Bird? Or 
perhaps a lovely pair of flip-flops for her poor tired feet. 
 
But when Lali returns home and sees her friends′ disappointed faces, she realizes that while hard work 
pays off, generosity also has rewards. 
 

 
HC | 8 x 10 | 32 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades P- 3 | 05/30/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: Text: The Unter Agency; Art: Peachtree 
All rights available 
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MADELINE FINN AND THE SHELTER DOG 

Lisa Papp 
 
Ever since Madeline Finn met Mrs. Dimple's Bonnie, the library dog, she has asked her mother for a 
puppy of her own every single day. Finally, Mom says yes, and Madeline Finn chooses Star, one of the 
puppies born to Bonnie.  Then Mrs. Dimple tells Madeline Finn about animal shelters―a place many 
other pets come from. After a visit to their local shelter, Madeline Finn has some questions. Does anyone 
play with the shelter dogs, or snuggle with them, or read to them? Questions lead to answers, and ideas, 
and soon Madeline Finn and her human and animal community discover there are lots of ways for small 
people to make a big difference.  
 

PB | 9½ x 11 | 32 pages | Ages: 4-8 | Grades: PreK-3 | 11/08/22 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree  
Previous rights sold: Catalan; Chinese (simplified characters); Dutch; Estonian; French; French (Canada); 
German; Hebrew; Indonesian; Italian; Japanese; Portuguese (Brazil); Romanian; Russian; Slovak; 
Slovenian; Spanish; Turkish; UK  

 

 

 
MIGUEL'S BRAVE KNIGHT: 

Young Cervantes and His Dream of Don Quixote 
Margarita Engle / Raúl Colón 

 
Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra finds refuge from his difficult childhood by imagining the adventures 
of a brave but clumsy knight. 
 
This fictionalized first-person biography in verse of Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra follows the early years 
of the child who grows up to pen Don Quixote, the first modern novel. The son of a vagabond barber-
surgeon, Miguel looks to his own imagination for an escape from his family's troubles and finds comfort 
in his colorful daydreams. At a time when access to books is limited and imaginative books are 
considered evil, Miguel is inspired by storytellers and wandering actors who perform during festivals. 
He longs to tell stories of his own. When Miguel is nineteen, four of his poems are published, launching 
the career of one of the greatest writers in the Spanish language. 
 

 
PB | 9⅝ x 12 | 36 pages | Ages 8-12 | Grades 3-7 | 02/21/23  
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
All rights available  

 

 

 
SATURDAYS AND TEACAKES 

Lester L. Laminack / Chris Soentpiet 
 
A lyrical picture book memoir of one boy and his beloved Mammaw, his grandmother, from award-
winning author Lester L. Laminack with brilliant watercolor illustrations by Chris Soentpiet. 

 
Lester Laminack grew up in a small town in Alabama in the 1960s where he recalls his bike trip every 
Saturday to visit his beloved Mammaw, his grandmother.  As the story opens, we see the boy bicycling 
through his small town en route to Mammaw's house. Love is on display here in the exquisite 
illustrations of award-winning artist Chris Soentpiet and in the scenes of the boy and his grandmother as 
they visit, work together in the garden, lunch on tomato sandwiches, and finally make teacakes. 
Mammaw lets him eat all he wants of the beautiful, hot cookies.  
 

 
PB | 10½ x 10½ | 32 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades PK-3 | 01/10/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
All rights available 
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Not final 

 

 
SPRECKLE'S SNACK SURPRISE 

Sandra Salsbury 
 
A celebration of found family, experimentation, disappointment, and delightful surprises, plus what's 
truly important in life—delicious snacks. 
 
Spreckle the dragon lives on a farm with her loving family of chickens. It is a fine home, but she is fed up 
with their diet of dried corn and slugs, Spreckle explores the bounty of snacks the farm has to offer, from 
hay to pig slop. Tragically, nothing hits the spot.  Life without a decent snack is hardly a life at all, as far 
as Spreckle is concerned. Will this hungry dragon with a burning need for the perfect snack ever find 
satisfaction? 
 

 
HC | 8 x 10 | 36 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades PK-3 | 07/04/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic:  Writers House 
All rights available 

 

 
 

 
TEN DRAGON EGGS 

Lynda Graham-Barber / Jeffrey Ebbeler 
 
A fun and dragon-filled countdown of numbers 10 through 1 

 
Mama Dragon is tending to ten colorful eggs, and she needs our help to hatch them all!  Shim-shim-
shimmy shout! Baby draglings, please come out! Count down from ten with Mama Dragon as each of her 
draglings jiggles, thumps, and KER-ACKS their way into the world. 
 
Portrayed with plenty of personality and humor, this is a perfect pick for celebrating parent-child 
relationships while learning about color, numbers, and ordinal vocabulary. The book's lively refrain is 
sure to inspire many spirited story times.  
 

 
HC | 10⅜ x 9⅜ | 32 pages | Ages 2-5 | Grades up to K | 07/18/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
All rights available 

 

 

 
THINGITY-JIG, THE 

Kathleen Doherty / Kristyna Litten 
 
A bear's curious discovery leads to crafty inventions in this storytime romp filled with whimsical 
wordplay and themes of friendship, imagination, and STEAM.  
 
Under the light of a silvery moon, an inquisitive bear ventures into People Town, where he finds a 
"Thingity-Jig." It's a springy thing—a bouncy thing—a sit-on-it, jump-on-it thing. It's a bit too 
cumbersome to bring back to the woods, however, so Bear runs home to tell his friends. But none of his 
friends are willing to help, so Bear invents a "Rolly-Rumpity" to wheel home the "Thingity-Jig." Through 
trial and error, and lots of dismissal from sleepy friends—Bear finally gets it home to the woods, where 
he graciously shares his discovery.  
 

 
PB | 9 x 12 | 32 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades PK-3 | 08/15/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
Previous rights sold: Catalan; Chinese (complex characters); Chinese (simplified characters); Dutch; 
French; German; Hebrew; Indonesian; Korean; Spanish 
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THREE HENS, A PEACOCK AND THE ENORMOUS EGG 

Lester L. Laminack / Henry Cole 
 
Farm animals rescue an enormous egg from the road and then must figure out how to care for the 
mysterious creature. What could possibly be inside this egg and why is it taking so long to hatch? 
 
Lester Laminack returns with a delightfully funny sequel to his barnyard story of three hens and a 
peacock. This time the animals decide to work together to rescue an enormous egg that falls from a truck 
in the road in front of their farm. Working together is, however, not without challenges when three bossy 
hens are involved. 
  
The animals have no idea what is in the egg and have never seen one so big. But over the course of trying 
to protect it and hatch it, they find themselves quite smitten with it, each imagining that what′s in the egg 
is a version of themselves.  An unexpectedly heartwarming ending leaves the animals speechless when 
they meet their new ward and learn who among them is the greatest nurturer of all. 
  

 
HC | 9½ x 11 | 32 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades PK-3 | 02/07/23 

UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
All rights available 

 

 

 
WIBBLE WOBBLE BOOM! 

Mary Ann Rodman / Holly Sterling 
 
Today's my first ice skating class. I′ll fly through the air, land on one foot, and spin so fast you can't 
see me! 
 
Claire can't wait to get out on the ice and skate, skate, skate! She's going to jump, leap, and twirl! Just you 
wait—pretty soon she'll be on TV and dazzling audiences everywhere. But when Claire and her mom 
arrive at the Ice Center for Claire's very first skate lesson, it's not everything Claire was dreaming it 
would be. Beginners wear ugly brown skates, and who wants to practice marching in place when you can 
get right to it? But not so fast, Claire! One overeager foot on the ice, and… Wibble. Wobble—BOOM! 
 

 
HC | 10⅜ x 9⅜ | 32 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades PK-3 | 11/08/22 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
All rights available 

 

 

 
WOMBAT SAID COME IN 

Carmen Agra Deedy / Brian Lies 
 
A kindhearted wombat welcomes a parade of animal friends into his burrow during the Australian 
bushfire season in a delightful new picture book from New York Times bestsellers Carmen Agra 
Deedy and Brian Lies. 
 
Australian bushfires are raging above Wombat's burrow, and as he snuggles under his crazy quilt and 
drinks his tea, his frightened friend Wallaby shows up at his door. "Oh Wombat! I c-c-can't reach my 
home! M-m-may I stay with you awhile?" Wombat paused only for a tick of the clock. 
 
Then, one by one, five uniquely Australian animals – a Wallaby, a Kookaburra, a Platypus, a Koala, and a 
Sugar Glider – seek refuge from the fires in Wombat's burrow, and he welcomes them all. When you have 
the heart of a wombat, there's always room for one more!  
 

 
HC | 11 x 9 | 36 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades PreK-3 | 10/25/22 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
Previous rights sold: French; Korean 
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Featuring a diverse cast of characters, the Where in the Garden? series of four picture books 
explores gardening and farming during every season of the year. Perfect for early childhood 
and elementary education units on agriculture, farming, gardening, and healthy eating. 

UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree  
Previous rights sold in series: French; Indonesian, Slovenian 

 

 

Where in the Garden 01: AMARA'S FARM 

JaNay Brown-Wood / Samara Hardy 
 
Come take a walk through Amara's farm. Can you help her find her pumpkins in time for her potluck? 
 
Amara has searched and searched, but she's grown so many plants on her farm that she needs our help to 
identify them. What do we know about pumpkins? They′re large, round, and orange—and, wait a 
minute, is that a pumpkin? No, that′s an apple. Where, oh, where could those pumpkins be?  
 

 
PB | 10⅜ x 9⅜ | 32 pages | Ages 3-7 | Grades PK-2 | 07/25/23 

 

 

Where in the Garden 02: MIGUEL'S COMMUNITY GARDEN 

JaNay Brown-Wood / Samara Hardy 
 
Miguel searches for sunflowers in his community garden in this vibrant exploration of gardening and 
healthy eating, from the Where in the Garden? series. 
 
The second title in the Where in the Garden? picture book series stars a young Latino boy who visits his 
community garden with his two dads to explore the fruits and vegetables growing there, where the text 
guides readers to hunt for visual clues and compare and contrast the unique characteristics of sunflowers 
against apricots, spinach, mushrooms, and other produce that grows in Miguel's community garden. 
 

 
PB | 10⅜ x 9⅜ | 32 pages | Ages 3-7 | Grades PK-2 | 07/25/23 

 

 

Where in the Garden 03: LOGAN'S GREENHOUSE 

JaNay Brown-Wood / Samara Hardy 
 
Logan searches for carrots in his greenhouse in this vibrant exploration of gardening and healthy 
eating, from the Where in the Garden? series. 
 
The third title in JaNay Brown-Wood and Samara Hardy's Where in the Garden? series stars Logan, a 
young boy who uses a wheelchair and accessible tools while gardening in his greenhouse, where the text 
guides readers to hunt for visual clues and compare and contrast the unique characteristics of carrots 
against sweet potatoes, leeks, turnips, and other produce that grows in Logan′s greenhouse.  
 

 
HC | 10⅜ x 9⅜ | 32 pages | Ages 3-7 | Grades PreK-2 | 10/25/22 

 

 
 

Where in the Garden 04: LINH'S ROOFTOP GARDEN 

JaNay Brown-Wood / Samara Hardy 
 
Linh searches for blueberries in her rooftop garden in this vibrant exploration of gardening and 
healthy eating, from the Where in the Garden? series. 

 
The fourth title in the Where in the Garden? picture book series stars a young Asian girl who tours her 
rooftop garden with her mom to explore the fruits and vegetables growing there, where the text guides 
readers to hunt for visual clues and compare and contrast the unique characteristics of blueberries against 
peaches, strawberries, tomatoes and other produce that grows in Linh's rooftop garden. 
 

 
HC | 10⅜ x 9⅜ | 32 pages | Ages 3-7 | Grades PreK-2 | 03/21/23 
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PICTURE BOOKS – SCIENCE & NATURE 
 

  
 

 
BEHOLD THE OCTOPUS! 

Suzanne Slade / Thomas Gonzalez 
 
Lyrical text and gorgeous illustrations plunge readers into an undersea exploration of the mysterious, 
accomplished octopus and its astonishing abilities. 
 
Behold the octopus! This remarkable animal hides beneath the seas, so you may not realize that it is one 
of the most incredible, talented creatures on our planet. Fortunately, this nonfiction picture book from an 
award-winning team reveals the fascinating features of the glorious octopus, such as lights that attract 
prey, legs that walk on land, and the ability to change color and shape to match their surroundings and 
even masquerade as other animals. Sparse, lyrical text is perfect for curious readers, while sidebars and 
back matter share additional interesting details.  
 

 
HC | 10⅞ x 9½ | 32 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades PK – 3 | 04/11/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree  
All rights available  

 

 

 
BIOBLITZ! 

Counting Critters 
Susan Edwards Richmond / Stephanie Fizer Coleman 

 
A young boy and his cousin compete to identify the most different species on a biodiversity count day 
at a local park. 
 
You might be amazed at the large number of insects, birds, and small mammals that inhabit even a very 
small plot of land. In this story Gabriel's dad, a ranger for the local municipal park, is running a 
Biodiversity Day (or Bioblitz), and he invites Gabriel and his cousin Ava to participate. With Gabriel's 
expertise in bugs and Ava's eye for birds, the two cousins are eager to start the hunt in the park. They are 
placed on different teams, competing to see which group finds the most species of animal life in the time 
allotted. 
 
Back matter includes more information about real-life Biodiversity Day, which started in the 1990s, and a 
catalog of the nine classifications of wildlife portrayed in the story.  
 

 
HC | 10⅜ x 9⅜ | 36 pages | Ages 4-8 | Grades PreK-3 | 10/25/22 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
Previous rights sold: Indonesian 
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BRING ON THE BIRDS 

Susan Stockdale 
 
Brightly colored, richly textured illustrations and an energetic rhyming text introduce young readers to 
distinctive birds and their unique qualities. 
 
Birds come in all sorts of interesting shapes, sizes, and colors and many of them can do amazing things as 
well. Can you imagine... Dancing birds; Diving birds; Hanging birds; Hiding birds... They're all real! 
 
From the Blue-footed Booby to the Red-billed Oxpecker, the breadth of bird life depicted in this stunning 
book will captivate young ornithologists. Susan Stockdale's bold colors and crisp, clean lines can't help 
but grab the reader's attention. An afterword identifies each animal and tells a little bit about it and its 
natural habitat.  
 

 
PB | 10⅜ x 9⅜ | 32 pages | Ages 2-5 | Grades up to K | 05/02/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
Previous rights sold: Aus/NZ; Indonesian 

 

 

 

 
GALÁPAGOS:  

Islands of Change 
Leslie Bulion / Becca Stadtlander 

 
A poetic introduction to a distinctive island ecosystem that is home to many species found nowhere 
else on Earth. 
 
Millions of years ago, undersea volcanos in the eastern Pacific Ocean erupted, spewing up lava, rocks, 
and ash that eventually formed a cluster of islands: the archipelago known as the Galápagos Islands. 
Over time, castaway plants and animals from hundreds of miles away arrived on the rocky shores and 
adapted to each island's changing volcanic landscape and seasonal weather variations. 
 
In these isolated locations constantly affected by shifting winds and swift ocean currents, much of the 
wildlife evolved into species found nowhere else on Earth. Some of the many distinctive organisms 
featured include giant daisy trees, Galápagos penguins, marine iguanas, blue footed boobies, and 
Galápagos giant tortoises. The well-researched back matter includes poetry notes, a glossary, resources, 
and a list of the species from this remarkable ecosystem that are highlighted in the book.  
 

 
HC | 10⅞ x 9½ | 48 pages | Ages 8-12 | Grades 3-7 | 03/21/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
Previous rights sold: Chinese (simplified characters) 
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LINE UP!  

Animals in Remarkable Rows 

Susan Stockdale 
 
Line up for this fascinating exploration of animal behavior from an award-winning author-illustrator! 

 
Much like humans, many animals line up for a variety of reasons. Rather than forming lines for the 
school bus or recess, the animals featured in Susan Stockdale's book form lines for  
* safety: baby Mallard ducklings follow their mother to the water for their first swim 
* care: spotted white-spotted puffer fish form a line so that each fish can be cleaned by striped cleaners 
* navigation: artic wolves follow the prints in the snow left by the pack leader  
* travel: pink flamingos form a line to reduce wind resistance and fly more efficiently 
* rest: turtles form a stack to keep warm while they sleep 
 
Featuring a variety of birds, crustaceans, fish, insects, mammals, and reptiles from around the world, Line 
Up is a cozy and comforting book that reminds us of our similarities while illuminating some specific, 
distinctive behaviors.  
 

 
HC | 10⅜ x 9⅜ | 32 pages | Ages 2-5 | Grades up to K | 01/10/23 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: Gina Maccoby Literary Agency 
All rights available 

 

 

 
MEGA-PREDATORS OF THE PAST 

Melissa Stewart / Howard Gray 
 
Enormous and fierce, these little-known predators from prehistoric times rival the mightiest of the 
dinosaurs! 

 
Kids who are obsessed with animals, savage ones in particular, are going to love reading about these 
impressive ancient giants. Mega-Predators of the Past is an entertaining and informative look at some of 
the prehistoric creatures who have—until now—not had their day in the spotlight.  Instead of featuring 
the usual suspects like T. rex, this book will introduce young readers to some of the lesser-known but 
equally oversized and ferocious predators from the distant past, such as the griffenfly, the giant ripper 
lizard, and the terror bird.  
 

 
HC | 11⅝ x 10 | 32 pages | Ages 6-9 | Grades 1-4 | 10/25/22 
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree 
Previous rights sold: UK 
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PEACHTREE 

 
SUB-AGENTS 

 

DRAMATIC 
The Gotham Group:  
Julie Kane-Ritsch– jkr@gotham-group.com 

ARABIC 
Juliana Farias Literary Agency  
Juliana Farias – juliana@julianafariasagency.com   

CHINESE (China) 
Bardon-Chinese Media Agency 
Electra Chang – electra@bardonchinese.com  

CHINESE (Taiwan) 
Bardon-Chinese Media Agency 
Cynthia Chang – cynthia@bardonchinese.com   

CZECH / SLOVAK 
Kristin Olson Literary Agency s.r.o. 
Tereza Krobotová – tereza.krobotova@litag.cz  

DUTCH 
International Litferatuur Bureau B.V. (ILB) 
Linda Kohn – lkohn@planet.nl  

FRENCH 
Michelle Lapautre Agency 
Catherine Lapautre – catherine@lapautre.com  

GERMAN 
Literarische Agentur Silke Weniger 
Alexandra Legath – legath@litag.de  

GREEK 
JLM Literary Agency   
Tatiana Moukakou – jlm@jlm.gr  

HEBREW 
Book Publishers Association of Israel  
Mickey Chesla – rights@tbpai.co.il  

INDONESIAN / VIETNAMESE 
Maxima Creative Agency  
Santo Manurung – santo@maximacreativeliterary.com 

ITALIAN 
Berla & Griffini Rights Agency 
Vanessa Maus – maus@bgagency.it 

 POLISH 
Graal. Ltd. 
Paulina Machnik – paulina.machnik@graal.com.pl 

 ROMANIAN 
Simona Kessler International Copyright Agency 
Marina Adriana – marina@kessler-agency.ro 

 RUSSIAN 
Andrew Nurnberg Literary Agency 
Olga Lutova – olga@lit-agency.ru 

 SCANDINAVIA 
Ia Atterholm Agency 
Ia Atterholm – ia.atterholm@telia.com 

 SPANISH & PORTUGUESE 
ACER 
Elizabeth Atkins – eatkins@acerliteraria.com  

UK / AUS & OTHER EUROPEAN LANGUANGES 
Petula Chaplin Agency 
Petula Chaplin – petulachaplin@aol.com  

TURKISH 
 
We work non-exclusively with the following sub-agents: 
Akcali: Begüm Ayfer – begum@akcalicopyright.com 
Libris Agency: Bengu Ayfer Gungor – bengu@librisagency.com  

JAPANESE 
 
We work non-exclusively with several Japanese sub-agents, including: 
The English Agency (Japan) Ltd.: Yui Hirose – yui.hirose@eaj.co.jp  
Japan Uni: Maiko Fujinaga – maiko.fujinaga@japanuni.co.jp / Takeshi Oyama –takeshi.oyama@japanuni.co.jp  
Tuttle-Mori Agency: Solan Natsume – solan@tuttlemori.com  

KOREAN 
 
We work non-exclusively with several Korean sub-agents, including: 
Agency PK: Pauline Kim – paulinekim@pkagency.com  
Agency Sosa: Seyoung Chon – seyoung_chon@hotmail.com  
Eric Yang Agency: Jully Lee – eya-child@eyagency.com  
Shin Won Agency: Jihyun Hwang – children@swla.co.kr  
POP Agency: Kenny Kim - kenny@popagencykr.com  

ALL OTHER LANGUAGES & RIGHTS 
Peachtree: Farah Géhy – gehy@peachtree-online.com  
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